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Abstract—Cloud computing has emerged as a popular
paradigm that offers computing resources (e.g. CPU, storage,
bandwidth, software) as scalable and on-demand services over
the Internet. As more players enter this emerging market, a
heterogeneous cloud computing market is expected to evolve,
where individual players will have different volumes of resources,
and will provide specialized services, and with different levels
of quality of services. It is expected that service providers will
thus, besides competing, also collaborate to complement their
resources in order to improve resource utilization and combine
individual services to offer more complex value chains and end-
to-end solutions required by the customers. It is challenging to
select suitable partners in a decentralized setting due to various
factors such as lack of global coordination or information, as
well as diversity and scale. Trust is known to play an important
role in promoting cooperation in many decentralized settings
including the society at large, as well as on the Internet, e.g.,
in e-commerce, etc. In this paper, we explore how trust can
promote collaboration among service providers. The novelty of
our approach is a framework to combine disparate trust infor-
mation - from direct interactions and from (indirect) references
among service providers, as well as from customer feedbacks,
depending on availability of these different kinds of information.
Doing so provides decision making guidance to service providers
to initialize collaborations by selecting trustworthy partners.
Simulation results demonstrate the promise of our approach by
showing that compared to random selection, our proposal can
help effectively select trustworthy collaborators to achieve better
quality of services.

Keywords: cloud computing, collaboration, value chain, trust
management, Dirichlet distribution

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing provides resources such as computing or

storage as well as software to end-users who can utilize these

resources as and when they have the need, without having

to invest in the infrastructure. Besides the technical solutions

to provide such scalable and elastic solutions to end-users,

there are several practical issues that can affect the business

model and viability of cloud service providers. At present, the

cloud computing market is dominated by big players such as

Amazon Web Service [17], Google App Engine [4], GoGrid

[5] or Windows Azure [2], who all create their own closed

network. Such an environment is not conducive for smaller
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players, nor for end users because of various reasons, as

described next.

From the perspective of service providers, if operating

solo, service providers need to provision resources based on

anticipated peak-hour needs. The trade-off is between inability

to accept business opportunities or sacrifice on availability

or quality of service provided. Provisioning for such extra

resources needs not only larger investment, but furthermore

such resources will stay idle for long stretches of time. This

is particularly significant for small-scale service providers

providing niche services, so that it can not multiplex the

resource usage.

From the perspective of customers, they are restricted to

services offered by a single provider at a time, and thus can not

enjoy ‘ready to use’ multiple or collaborative cloud services.

Moreover, customers may suffer from vendor lock-in issues.

Recent works such as [7] and [6] identify the motiva-

tions and possibility for collaboration among cloud service

providers. This will lead to better amortization of their indi-

vidual resources, and also will enable the service providers to

compose their individual services in a value chain to offer the

end-users more complex, end-to-end solutions.

Dealing with cloudbursts is a simple and obvious scenario

where such collaboration is useful. A slightly more complex

scenario is as follows. A company may need to put its business

process application in a cloud which provides extremely high

availability and powerful computational capability (and corre-

sponding sophisticated analytic softwares) for routine business

data analysis. It may also need an inexpensive solution for

data archival, where availability and throughput are less critical

since the archived data is accessed infrequently, but durability

of the data and the cost of storage are very important. Smaller

cloud service providers may specialize in each of these individ-

ual services. By collaborating together to provide a composite

service, they can compete against bigger players who have

in-house closed end-to-end solutions. The customer in turn

gets cheaper alternatives, without the burden of negotiating

and integrating piece-meal solutions provided by the individual

service providers.

The formation of a successful collaborative group of service

providers may be abstracted in four logical steps [7]: (1)

A service provider identifies a great business opportunity or
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other scenarios which need collaboration with other service

providers to offer a set of new services to the customers.

We call such service provider who initializes the collaboration

master service provider (MSP) and other service providers that

are invited in the collaboration guest service provider (GSP).

(2) MSP selects GSPs from a pool of candidates based on

any criterion. These service providers will sign an informal

contract describing responsibilities taken by each provider to

form a temporary collaborative group. (3) The collaborative

group of service providers act as an entity to bid for a business

opportunity. (4) Once winning an opportunity, the service

providers will sign a formal contract and start collaboration.

This paper focuses on the second step, i.e., selecting trust-

worthy partners to form a good collaborative group. This is

a non-trivial task because of various reasons. Complexities

and conflicts of business interests may make it difficult to

find service providers who are willing and able to collaborate.

A service provider who needs to find a partner to provide

storage service may be unable to find specific providers due

to their own resource limitations, or because of government

regulations and legislations [3], Service Level Agreement [12];

or such service providers may simply reject the collaboration

according to their competitive strategies. From technical per-

spective, the service providers may not be able to offer high

quality services (e.g. services are interrupted, data integrity is

compromised, etc.) due to the underlying infrastructure and

data management mechanisms, or even act maliciously for

their own self-interests (e.g. stealing sensitive data). To address

these technical issues, we propose trust based collaborator

selection framework to help MSP select trustworthy GSPs by

considering diverse information sources.

We identify three scenarios where MSP possesses different

information sources about the potential GSPs: (1) MSP has di-

rect experience with the candidates, i.e., MSP has collaborated

with candidates before; (2) MSP has indirect experience, i.e.,

feedbacks about the candidates from other service providers;

(3) MSP does not have any (direct or indirect) collaboration

experience with these candidates. For the first scenario, we

abstract every collaboration between MSP and a candidate as

a transaction between the two providers. After completing such

a transaction, MSP can rate it by specifying whether it was

good, medium or bad, or other discrete rating representations.

Using these ratings, MSP could apply Dirichlet distribution

based statistical method [10] to estimate how trustworthy

each candidate is in the future collaboration. When indirect

experience is available, it is combined with direct experience to

provide comprehensive assessment of the candidates by taking

into account other service providers’ opinions. Note that to

combine direct experience and indirect experience, the ratings

of all transactions should be represented in the same manner.

In the worst scenario, i.e., when neither direct experience

nor indirect experience is available, MSP makes prediction

of the candidates’ behavior by taking into account their

customers’ reviews. Customers’ reviews may not accurately

reflect candidates’ real behavior in a collaboration, however,

they indeed show the general quality of the candidates thus are

useful particularly in absence of (more relevant) information.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

(1) We emphasize and motivate the collaboration among

service providers in cloud environment, and provide a generic

trust based platform to promote such collaboration. (2) In

the process of GSPs selection, we propose a framework to

combine various trust information - from direct interactions to

references among service providers, as well as from customer

feedbacks, depending on availability of these information. (3)

We conduct experiments with artificial workloads to make a

preliminary assessment of the efficacy of our approach. Results

show that our proposal indeed can help MSP find trustworthy

GSPs, leading to better quality of collaboration.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II

introduces the collaboration platform formed among service

providers. In Section III, we present trust based GSP selection

framework relying on service providers’ past behavior. Our

experiments and results are discussed in Section IV. Section

V summarizes related works. Finally we conclude our work

and suggest future research directions in Section VI.

II. SERVICE PROVIDER COLLABORATION PLATFORM

In order to cater to a dynamic cloud market and amortize in-

dividual service providers’ infrastructure investments, as well

as complement their specialities, collaborations among service

providers are essential. Such collaboration can be carried out

in a policy-driven manner. A well structured collaboration

platform is needed to efficiently find and reasonably coordinate

the activities of such service providers.

Fig. 1. A service provider collaboration platform.

Figure. 1 shows a tentative cloud service provider collabo-

ration platform. A collaborative group is initiated by MSP on

identifying a good business opportunity requiring collaboration

with other relevant service providers to complement the MSP’s

competence. MSP selects trustworthy potential GSPs based on

certain metrics, which will be described in the next section.



After the collaborative group is formed, the service providers

act as an entity to try to get the business opportunity. Once

successful, the collaborative service providers share their local

resources (represented by circles in the figure) to produce new

composite services as required by the customers. For instance

(in Figure 1) MSP is able to provide service 1 independently

using its own resources; but service 2, which is required by

customer 3, needs to integrate resources from both MSP and

GSP.

III. TRUST BASED COLLABORATOR SELECTION

FRAMEWORK

Selecting trustworthy GSPs to facilitate collaboration ef-

fective and efficient is desirable. In this section, we present

our trust based GSP selection framework. In Section III-A

we introduce the notations used in this paper. In Section

III-B, we discuss how trust can be modeled using Dirichlet

distribution. Then, in Sections III-C and III-D we describe how

our approach works when different kinds of trust information

(i.e. direct collaboration experience, indirect collaboration

experience and customers’ feedbacks) are available .

A. Notations

We denote the set of all service providers in the cloud com-

puting market as S = {SP1, SP2, SP3, ...}. A service provider

who is going to initiate a specific instance of collaboration is

called the master service provider (MSP). MSP will select

SPi ∈ S from a pool of candidates, which are denoted by

Sc to form a collaborative group Sg = {GSP1, GSP2, ...},

where GSPi represents guest service provider (GSP) who

participates in the collaboration. Note that Sg ⊆ Sc ⊆ S.

If MSP has collaborated with a service provider SPi before,

MSP assessed the experience with SPi in the collaboration by

assigning a discrete quantitative rating. For instance, the rating

could be in the range of [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], where 1 to 5 represents

not collaborative at all, not collaborative, medium, collabora-

tive and very collaborative. We denote each such collaboration

between service provider SPi and SPj by Cspi,spj
. If multiple

collaboration instances between the two providers exist, we

have Cspi,spj
= {C1

spi,spj
, C2

spi,spj
, ...}. A service provider

SPi may additionally obtain feedbacks about another service

provider SPj’s performance in the collaborations from other

service providers who have collaborated with SPj before. We

only consider one hop trust transitivity (i.e. we do not form

a long “web of trust” [9]). We denote the feedback about

SPj obtained by SPi by Fspi,spj
. If there exist multiple such

feedbacks, we have Fspi,spj
= {F 1

spi,spj
, F 2

spi,spj
, ...}. Please

note that for the issue of compatibility, rating representation

of feedbacks should be the same to that of collaboration. For

instance, feedback rating also falls in the range of [1, 2, 3, 4, 5],
where 1 represents not collaborative at all and 5 represents

very collaborative. Table I summarizes these notations.

B. Trust model

Trust is an important abstraction used in diverse scenarios

including various distributed systems. Following the works

TABLE I
NOTATIONS SUMMARY

Notations Description

SPi A common cloud service provider i.

MSP The master service provider who initializes collaboration.

GSP The guest service provider who is invited to participate in the
collaboration.

S Set of all service providers in cloud computing market.

Sc Set of candidates for collaboration.

Sg Set of GSPs for a collaboration.

Cspi,spj Set of historical collaborations between SPi and SPj .

Fspi,spj Set of feedbacks about SPj obtained by SPi.
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(a) ~α = {6, 2, 2}.
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(b) ~α = {2, 6, 3}.

Fig. 2. Dirichlet distribution probability density function.

[10], [11], [19], we model trust using Dirichlet distribution,

which captures a set of n observations (i.e. collaborations or

feedbacks in our approach) that have k possible outcomes. We

define ~p = {pi|1 ≤ i ≤ k} to denote the k-component random

probability variable, and ~α = {αi|1 ≤ i ≤ k} to denote the

number of observations corresponding to one of the possible

outcomes. The Dirichlet probability density function is then

given as follows:

f(~p|~α) =
Γ(

∑k

i=1
αi)

∏k

i=1
Γ(αi)

k
∏

i=1

pαi−1

i , (1)

Where p1, ..., pk ≥ 0,
∑k

i=1
pi = 1, α1, ..., αk > 0 and

∑k

i=1
αi = n. The expected value of any of the k random

variable is:

E(pi|~α) =
αi

∑k

i=1
αi

(2)

Figure 2 shows Dirichlet probability density function (PDF)

when k = 3 with different ~α. The curves express the relative

likelihood of the probability that outcome of the observation

is one specific result out of the k possibilities, i.e., the rating

of the collaboration or feedback is collaborative or medium or

not collaborative.

We choose Dirichlet distribution because it is a conjugate

prior to the multinomial distribution, which describes the

probability that each independent trial result is one of the finite

number k of results. Since the ratings of past collaborations

and feedbacks in our approach are also any one of fixed set

of values, Dirichlet distribution is thus a natural choice in our

solution. Actually, the trust in this work is represented in terms

of ratings (i.e. trustworthiness of a service provider is collab-

orative or medium or not collaborative or any combination

of these ratings). Trust is calculated by statistically updating

Dirichlet probability density function. The posteriori (i.e. the



updated) trust is derived by combining the priori (i.e. previous)

trust with the new observations (i.e. new collaborations or

feedbacks).

C. GSP selection with collaboration experience

We now present our trust based GSP selection framework.

Our approach derives trustworthiness of GSPi according to its

past behavior. Generally, if GSPi mostly behaves collabora-

tively, it is considered trustworthy with a high probability for

the future collaboration, otherwise, it is considered untrustwor-

thy with a high probability. We consider two ways in which

a MSP may collect GSPi’s historical information. One is

based on direct experience, i.e., MSP’s own past collaboration

experience with GSPi, and the other is indirect experience,

i.e., feedbacks about GSPi’s reputation obtained from other

service providers who have interacted with GSPi. We call the

trust estimated using direct experience as direct trust and trust

estimated using indirect experience as indirect trust.

1) Trust estimation using direct experience: Generally, di-

rect experience is the most accurate information source for

personalized trust estimation [13]. We assume that MSP has ni

past collaborations with GSPi and MSP rated these collabora-

tions by assigning discrete quantitative ratings falling into the

range L = {L1, L2, ..., Lk}. So the aggregate ratings for GSPi

are represented as a vector ~Ri = {Rj(i)|j = 1...k}, where

Rj(i) represents number of collaborations whose ratings are

Lj . Then by applying equation 1 and 2, We can derive the

expected probability for each rating level in L for GSPi:

Pj(i) =
Rj(i)

∑k

j=1
Rj(i)

(3)

Then the vector of expected probability for each rating level

is defined by:

~P(i) = {Pj(i)|j = 1...k} (4)

Where
∑k

j=1
Pj(i) = 1.

Having such vector, we can estimate trustworthiness of

GSPi in the future collaborations. There are two ways to

predict the expected behavior (following the rating levels)

using vector ~P(i).
a) Most Likely Rating (MLR) approach: In this approach,

we compare the expected probability Pj(i) in ~P(i). Since

the vector can be interpreted like a multinomial probability

measure to indicate how (to which level) a GSP will act in

the future collaboration, we can conclude that if the expected

probability is higher, the GSP is more likely to behave

following the corresponding rating level. So we derive the trust

of GSPi as:

Trustdirecti = (Lj |max( ~P(i)) == Pj(i)) (5)

Where the function max(vector) returns maximum value of

the vector.

Such approach has a drawback: if all expected probabilities

in ~P(i) are identical, trust of GSPi could be any rating

level thus is meaningless. To address this issue, we propose

weighted rating approach.

b) Weighted Rating (WR) approach: Instead of finding

the most likely rating level, we derive trust of GSPi by taking

into account all possible rating levels:

Trustdirecti =
k

∑

j=1

Pj(i)Lj (6)

Note that in case the rating level is not quantitative, one can

map it to quantitative variable. For instance, the rating level

vector {bad, average, good} could be transformed to {1, 2, 3}.

2) Trust estimation using indirect experience: When there

are few or no direct experiences, MSP will also consider feed-

backs about GSPi obtained from other third parties. To collect

such feedbacks, MSP contacts other service providers who

have interacted with GSPi. We assume that the feedback rep-

resents GSPi’s behavior using the same rating level discussed

in the last sub section, i.e., L = {L1, L2, ..., Lk}. Using feed-

backs FMSP,GSPi
collected by MSP, we define the aggregate

feedback ratings about GSPi as vector ~RF
i (i) = {RF

j (i)|j =
1...k}, where RF

j (i) represents number of feedbacks whose

ratings are Lj . In the same way as estimating trustworthiness

using direct experience, we obtain vector of expected proba-

bility for each rating level: ~PF(i) = {PF
j (i)|j = 1...k}. Then

the indirect experience based trustworthiness Trustindirecti

of GSPi is derived using MLR approach or WR approach

introduced before.

When third parties’ feedbacks are reliable, MSP is also

able to accurately predict service provider’s future behavior.

However, in the real world, feedbacks are not always reliable,

and may even be misleading. For instance, for their own inter-

ests, service providers may provide incorrect information. To

address such inaccurate feedbacks, we propose a lightweight

defense mechanism.

After a collaboration is completed, MSP assesses GSPi’s

performance by assigning a rating level Lm ∈ L. Then MSP

compares Lm with feedbacks provided by other parties. For

a third party with feedback rating level Ln, we calculate the

position difference between Lm and Ln:

D(Lm, Ln) = |Position(Lm)− Position(Ln)| (7)

Where function Position(Lj) returns position index of Lj ∈
L. MSP can estimate reliability of the corresponding feed-

back according to D(Lm, Ln) by considering size of L. For

instance, when |L| = 5 (i.e. there are 5 levels), MSP may

consider the feedback is reliable if D(Lm, Ln) 6 1, while

when |L| = 10, MSP may consider the feedback is reliable if

D(Lm, Ln) 6 2.

3) Combining direct trust and indirect trust: Now we

discuss how to combine direct trust and indirect trust to derive

the final trust. Generally, for GSPi, MSP should give more

emphasis on direct trust built by personally observed behavior

of GSPi, while indirect trust derived from third party reports

should have less importance. This is because, compared to

others’ opinions, local knowledge is more reliable as well as

personalized. We thus need to estimate appropriate weights for

reasonably aggregating the two kinds of trust information.



Although there are k > 2 rating levels, in order to es-

timate minimum number of direct collaborations to achieve

certain level of prediction confidence, for simplicity, we

categorize the levels into two general levels: collaborative

and non-collaborative. This is reasonable, since no matter

how many rating levels there are, MSP finally uses it to

classify/predict new potential encounters into collaborative or

non-collaborative. Please note that such binary classification

does not conflict with the multiple level rating assigned by

MSP because (1) multiple level rating indeed reveals more

information about how the collaborator’s performance is; (2)

mapping to a binary rating, on other hand, is sufficient to

estimate the weight for direct trust because MSP’s action in

the potential collaboration with a service provider is binary:

collaboration or not collaboration.

Based on Chernoff bound theory [14], the minimum number

of past collaborations necessary to achieve a certain level of

confidence and error is calculated as follows:

Nmin > −
1

2ε2
ln(

1− γ

2
) (8)

Here ε is the maximal level of error that can be accepted

by MSP, and γ is the confidence measure. If the total number

(denoted by NMSP,GSPi
) of past collaborations between MSP

and GSPi is larger than Nmin, MSP is confident about direct

trust, otherwise, it also considers indirect trust. The weights for

direct and indirect trusts are determined according to Nmin:

WMSP,GSPi
=

{

NMSP,GSPi

Nmin
if NMSP,GSPi

< Nmin

1 otherwise

So GSPi’s final trust based on its historical collaboration

experience is calculated by combining direct trust and indirect

trust:

Trusti = WMSP,GSPi
· Trustdirecti +

(1−WMSP,GSPi
) · Trustindirecti

(9)

From equation 9 we can see that when there are more direct

interactions, direct trust is more reliable thus more weight is

given. Note that when NMSP,GSPi
reaches Nmin, MSP is

confident about direct trust and no indirect trust is considered.

D. GSP selection without collaboration experience

In some scenarios, for GSPi, MSP may lack any information

regarding its past collaboration experience. For instance, it is

MSP’s first time to initialize a collaboration thus lacking direct

experience, or GSPi never participated into any collaboration

so indirect experience is unavailable. Hence, a mechanism

to bootstrap trust estimates without any direct or indirect

collaboration experience is needed.

We propose to derive trustworthiness of a certain GSPi for

collaboration by taking into account its customers’ reviews.

Strictly speaking, customers’ reviews should not be the crite-

rion for accurately judging service provider’s trustworthiness

in the collaboration because service providers may behave dif-

ferently in serving its customers and collaborating with other

service providers due to its business strategy, priorities, etc.

So customers’ reviews may not accurately reflect the service

providers’ real performance in collaborations. However, we

argue that customers’ reviews are still useful in trust estimation

because even though service providers may behave differently

in delivering services to their customers and collaborating with

other service providers, the behaviors in these two scenarios

are expected to be positively correlated with each other,

i.e., generally, the more trustworthy the service provider in

delivering services to the customers, the more likely it will

behave collaboratively in the interactions with other service

providers (after all, the aim of collaboration is also to offer

high quality services). So even though customers’ reviews

may not be the most accurate information source, they are

useful particularly when other (more relevant) information is

not available.

There are several ways to collect other service providers’

customers’ reviews. If possible, MSP could directly contact

their customers for their reviews1. This is probably the best

way to do so. Besides, MSP may resort to online resources

such as relevant communities [15], [8], [18]. After the re-

views are collected, similar to direct and indirect experience

rating level representation, they are transformed to k level

representation, i.e., L = {L1, L2, ..., Lk} using any necessary

techniques including text mining. We denote these ratings

about GSPi collected by MSP by ~RC
i (i) = {RC

j (i)|j = 1...k},

where RC
j (i) represents number of reviews whose ratings

are Lj . In the same way as estimating trustworthiness using

direct experience, we obtain vector of expected probability

for each rating level: ~PC(i) = {PC
j (i)|j = 1...k}. Then the

customers’ reviews based trustworthiness Trustcustomer
i of

GSPi is derived using either of the approaches introduced

earlier in Section III-C1.

1) Improvements: Some improvements are necessary to

make customers’ reviews more accurate/relevent.

(1) Old reviews may not always be relevant for the trust

estimation since the service providers may (willingly or

unwillingly) change their service quality over time. So it

is necessary to “forget” the reviews that are given long

time ago. Two methods may be applied: (1) consider only

the recent (e.g., last three or six months ) reviews, and

ignore all older ones. (2) use a decaying factor λ to

assign weights of each review according to their ages.

An example is λ = ba, where b ∈ [0, 1] and a is the

age. Obviously, the larger the a, the less important the

corresponding review is.

(2) Similar to inaccurate feedback filtering mechanism intro-

duced in Section III-C2, if one review largely deviates

from the real rating, the corresponding customer will not

be requested next time (outlier elimination).

(3) In some online communities, the quality of reviews may

be evaluated by other reviewers. This makes us obtain the

accuracy of a review without efforts. For instance, in Top

1Incentive schemes such as rewards or any promotions/offers may be
needed to elicit high quality review.



Web Hosting [8], for each review, the page shows that m

out of n users found this review to be helpful. Such rate
m
n

can be used as the weight of this review to indicate

its accuracy.

IV. EVALUATION

A. Simulation settings and methodology

Given the relative infancy of the cloud computing market,

relevant real world datasets are not available, thus real trace

driven simulation environments are not feasible at the moment.

Following the simulation settings of previous work [7], we

generate synthetic data to simulate a cloud market environment

where we evaluate performance of our proposed mechanisms.

We generate 100 service providers and 50 kinds of different re-

sources. Each service provider possesses a set of resources and

the set sizes of all service providers are uniformly distributed

(i.e. from 1 to 10). One or more resources can be combined

to produce a service. We also generate 10,000 customers who

consume services offered by the service providers. Occasion-

ally, customers may require new services, which need other

resources as support. In this case, service provider may contact

other service providers to form a collaborative group to share

resources to fulfill new service requirements. Note that some

service providers may reject the collaboration invitation due

to various reasons such as limited profits, etc. If no service

providers are willing to collaborate, the collaborative group

will not be formed. We configure that some of the service

providers may act maliciously during collaborations to degrade

the quality of services. The fraction of such malicious service

providers is denoted by Pm. We also denote the fraction of

service providers who provide false feedbacks by Pf .

Initially, no collaboration exists, and all MSPs have to

select GSPs by requesting their customers (see Section III-D).

We denote the fraction of customers who provide inaccurate

reviews by Pr. Since the focus of this work is in forming

collaborative groups, we assume that once a collaborative

group is properly formed, the service providers automatically

obtain customers to sell the newly composed service.

The simulations were run for 100 synthetic time units and

we configure that at each time point, each service provider

may initialize collaborations according to its customers’ new

service requirements2. So, as time goes by, more and more

collaborations occur among service providers. Each service

provider records collaboration experience with other service

providers by assigning ratings. We assume that each GSP acts

in the collaboration in five performance levels, i.e., terrible,

bad, average, good and excellent. So the rating also has such

five levels. For convenience, we convert the rating levels to

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, where 1 represents terrible and 5 represents

excellent. Note that WR approach is used when calculating

the trust value (see Section III-C1). When combining direct

trust and indirect trust, we set Nmin (see equation 8) as 15.

In the GSP selection process, MSP first considers candidates

2For simplicity, we assume that the collaborative group is formed within
one time unit.

for whom it has (direct or indirect) collaboration experiences,

and only otherwise considers others.

B. Results

1) Quality of new services: We evaluate quality of the

newly provided services (through collaborations) in 50 time

points (the results after time 50 are stable, thus are not shown).

At each time point, each service provider may initialize a col-

laboration according to its customers’ new requirement. After

the collaboration is completed, MSP evaluates performance of

each GSP by assigning ratings. We assume that such ratings

reflect the real quality of performance of the corresponding

GSP. So we measure quality of the collaboration (i.e. quality

of the new service) using average rating of all GSPs’ ratings

in one collaboration.
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Fig. 3. Quality of new services through collaborations (Pm = 0.3, Pf =

0.3, Pr = 0.5).

We compare our proposed trust based approaches: (1) the

approach without collaboration experience (see Section III-D)

and (2) the approach with (direct or indirect) collaboration

experience (see Section III-C), with the approach that only

uses random selection. From Figure 3 we observe that during

the whole simulation, random selection keeps the average

ratings consistently at around 2.5 without any improvement.

Comparatively, the approach without collaboration experience

produces the average rating as high as around 3.5. Moreover,

over time, more and more inaccurate review reporters are

isolated so the average rating increases. This implies improved

collaborations. At the very beginning, there is no direct or in-

direct collaboration experience so the approach with collabora-

tion experience behaves similarly with that without experience.

Then, when more collaborations are formed, more (direct or

indirect) historical collaboration information about candidates

is obtained, hence, our approach can more accurately predict

a candidate’s behavior for the future collaboration based on

its past behavior. It is obvious that the approach with collab-

oration experience produces higher average rating than that

without collaboration experience. This is because direct and

indirect collaboration experience could more accurately predict

candidate’s future behavior in a collaboration than customers’

reviews, which are the indicator of quality of service.

2) Effects of false feedbacks: Figure 4 demonstrates ef-

fectiveness of our approach in terms of eliminating false

feedbacks. We vary fraction (Pf ) of service providers who



provide false feedback from as low as 10% to as high as 50%.

A larger value of Pf leads to higher fraction of false feedbacks,

and a longer time before all such false feedback reporters

are detected and isolated. However, in all cases, eventually

MSPs are able to detect these service providers by comparing

their feedbacks and the real ratings and then stop requesting

them (i.e. the fraction of false feedbacks becomes 0). Such

convergence occurs within time 30 to time 60 for the wide

range of 10% to 50% of false feedback reporters.
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Fig. 4. Effects of false feedbacks.

3) Customer loss rate: We assume that customer loss

rate of each service provider is mainly determined by the

quality of its services. We note that customer loss rate may

also be influenced by individual customers’ service quality

requirement. For instance, for storage service, business data

that needs frequent processing must be strictly available all

the time while archived data may tolerate some delay. In the

simulations, the customers required service quality in the range

of [1,5], following Normal distribution (µ = 3, σ = 1).
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Fig. 5. Customer loss rate (Pm = 0.3, Pf = 0.3, Pr = 0.5).

We calculate customer loss rate using Nloss

N
, where Nloss

is the number of lost customers and N is the number of

all customers who consume services offered through collab-

orations. That is to say, we only consider the customer loss

due to collaboration3. From Figure 5 we can see that when

random selection is used, the customer loss rate is as high

as about 67%, while when the approach without collaboration

experience is used, the loss rate drops to 38.5%. Finally, the

3We assume that when facing a new service requirement, if service provider
does not collaborate, it will definitely lose the customers.

approach with collaboration experience has the lowest cus-

tomer attrition. This is because, by statistically investigating

service providers’ past collaboration behavior, MSP is capable

of eliminating untrustworthy collaborators, thus improving

quality of collaboration based services. We also observe that

even though the approach with collaboration experience is

used, there still exists around 14% customer loss rate due to

two main reasons: (1) at the early stage of simulation, there

is no sufficient historical collaboration information, in which

case MSP may not find the most trustworthy collaborators;

(2) to make simulation more realistic, we configure that each

service provider rejects the collaboration invitation with the

probability of 50% due to various reasons, which forces MSP

to give up most trustworthy collaborators but select the lower

ranked collaborators. Please note that the results here do not

reflect customer loss rate in the real world, but just compare

the plausible outcomes of different approaches.

4) Effects of malicious service providers: Malicious ser-

vice providers are particularly harmful when they join a

collaboration because they not only affect customers’ user

experience, but also damage all other collaborators’ profits and

reputation. Our historical information based approach is able

to detect such malicious service providers by studying their

past behavior, however, this process needs time to aggregate

enough information. In order to make the simulations realistic,

we set that malicious service providers act maliciously with a

certain probability (80% in the simulation). Figure 6 shows

how fraction of affected collaborations changes with time.

We tried different populations of malicious service providers

Pm (10%, 20% and 30%) to demonstrate effectiveness of our

approach in different environments. Clearly, higher Pm affects

a larger fraction of collaborations, and it takes longer time to

mitigate the effects by identifying and isolating such malicious

partners. Since we configure that malicious service providers

do not always act maliciously, it is hard for all good providers

to identify all malicious ones, so a very small fraction of

collaborations continue to be affected for a long period.
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Fig. 6. Effects of malicious service providers.

V. RELATED WORK

Collaboration among cloud providers has been proposed in

[16]. The authors propose a modular and extensible cloud

infrastructure in which resources and services are transparently

provisioned across multiple clouds. Several technical issues



for cloud federation are identified. These include automation

and fast deployment, dynamic elasticity, API compatibility,

automated continuous optimization, virtualization technology

independence, etc. The work Open Cirrus [1] takes a step for-

ward in cloud federation by introducing an economic model.

Some factors such as provider occupation and maintenance

overheads are considered to evaluate a cloud provider partner.

Hassan et al. [7] propose a dynamic collaboration platform

among cloud providers which can help address the interoper-

ability and scalability issues for current cloud computing. The

authors give the bidding function, which is determined by cost

incurred by collaboration and expected profits to motivate the

formation of a collaborative group. The authors also discuss

the problem of partner selection, which is modeled as a multi-

objective optimization problem, and genetic algorithms are

applied to solve the same.

Goiri et al. [6] study cloud federation specifically for cloud

storage by characterizing cloud federation to enhance service

providers’ profits. Decision equations with consideration of

revenue, cost, utilization, etc. are discussed in three scenarios:

(1) outsourcing resources to other federated providers; (2)

renting extra resources to other federated providers and (3)

shutting down unused machines to save power.

All the works mentioned above study the cloud federa-

tion/collaboration problem particularly from a technical per-

spective, however, they ignore the ‘social’ behavior of service

providers, as investigated in this paper.

VI. CONCLUSION

Due to complexity of cloud market as well as individual

service providers’ resource constraints and specializations, it

may be necessary to form service provider collaborations to

maximize their profits and offer complex end-to-end integrated

value chains required by customers. This paper presents a

trust based service provider selection framework by combining

disparate trust information derived from direct interactions and

from (indirect) references among service providers, as well as

from customer feedbacks, depending on availability of these

different kinds of information: (1) When direct collaboration

experience is available, selector uses Dirichlet distribution

to model trust. Two approaches are introduced to predict

candidate’s future behavior. (2) When indirect collaboration

experience is collected, similar methods are used to estimate

candidate’s indirect trust. Moreover, direct trust and indirect

trust are combined to more reasonably derive trust taking into

account certain level of error and confidence measure. (3)

When neither direct nor indirect collaboration experience is

there, we resort to customers’ reviews of candidate’s services

to bootstrap the system and estimate whether a candidate is

suitable for collaboration or not.

We conduct simulation experiments to evaluate performance

of proposed approach by testing quality of collaboration based

services, effect of false feedbacks, customer loss rate due to

unsatisfactory collaborative service and effect of malicious

collaborators. Simulation results show that compared to ran-

dom selection, the approach without collaboration experience

(i.e. rely on customers’ reviews) greatly improves the service

quality and lowers the customer loss rate. When (direct or

indirect) historical collaboration information is considered,

performance is further improved. Effects of false feedbacks

and malicious service providers are also marginalized by our

approach.

In the future, we plan to delve deeper into service provider

collaborations to investigate how to efficiently and automat-

ically manage resource sharing/scheduling among collabora-

tors.
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